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If research has high validity, that means it produces results that correspond to real properties, characteristics,
and variations in the physical or social world. Instrument Three tasks were used for the narrative and
expository genres, respectively, with a total of six tasks. The consistency of a measurement, Cherry and Meyer
explained, can come from the test design and administration, the students, or the scoring. The answers to each
question depend heavily on the context and purpose of the assessment, but it is important to be aware of the
debate â€” there is no perfect assessment out there that is high on both reliability and validity: it is always a
balance. The larger the validity coefficient, the more confidence you can have in predictions made from the
test scores. The thermometer that you used to test the sample gives reliable results. However, it also shows
that we recognize the significance of reliability and that there are some positive, useful values that reliability
supports, so we cannot dismiss it out of hand. Written composition: Toward a theory of evaluation. I believe
we can be successful in our efforts to reframe reliability; after all, we were instrumental in resisting the move
away from essay exams made in the s, insisting that student writing needed to be evaluated in writing
assessment. So in arguing against a frame, we are actually reinforcing it. It is important to understand the
differences between reliability and validity. Importantly, although holistic, productivity, and CBM writing
scores are widely used for various purposes and contexts for developing writers, they have not been examined
for score reliability. The monitoring layer is driven by middle leaders, who promote open dialogue about
attainment and may point staff towards supportive structures like progression grids. Children were given two
writing tasks at a time, one narrative and one expository each week for a total of 3 weeks. We have strong
values and beliefs--such as a belief that all children can learn, that all deserve access to quality education, that
context is critical in effective writing, and that writing assessment should improve teaching and learning.
Parkes' contention, that reliability like validity needs to be considered as an argument, demands language and
literacy experts to participate in discussions of reliability because constructing the reliability argument
requires knowledge of more than psychometric statistics and methods. You should be careful that any test you
select is both reliable and valid for your situation. Calfee, R. Although the construct or dimensionality
question is important see Kim et al. Elbow, P. We expect to expand our submissions into electronic portfolios,
but that's down the road. Constant danger of sacrificing validity to reliability: Making writing assessment
serve writers. This is what Lynne realized in her attempt to replace the terms validity and reliability. It is
associated with quantification--measurement, scoring, statistics--and it also evokes validity. Frames are so
powerful that they shape the way we understand facts. As Haertel concluded in his discussion of
reliability--which is not specific to writing assessment--we need "further integration of notions of reliability
with evolving conceptions of test validity" p. In addition, because multiple aspects are considered in holistic
scoring, raters might vary in extent to which different aspects e. Alternate or parallel form reliability indicates
how consistent test scores are likely to be if a person takes two or more forms of a test. Second, the content
validation method may be used when you want to determine if there is a relationship between behaviors
measured by a test and behaviors involved in the job.


